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Building an Excel Table with Perl 
Application Note 

This application note describes how to build a user-defined Excel table with Perl utilizing a simple and 
fast method. Note: This document was originally released for MQA V2010.2.0 in April 2011. 

Introduction 

Calling SPICE and analyzing the resulting calculations by hand is always time-consuming.  
Sometimes shell scripts can be used to reduce the workload, but this is not an ideal solution for large 
projects.  

Excel tables can provide a more efficient solution and are widely accepted in the industry by engineers.  
Model Quality Assurance’s (MQA’s) Perl-based rule provides a simple, flexible way to process SPICE 
results and write data to Excel using Perl’s powerful functionality. 

How to Build Excel Table 

To better understand how an Excel table is built with Perl, consider the following test case. The 
example table includes two targets: Vthcon and Idsat/W. We want to make a comparison between the 
simulation and specification values. The error of Vth (dVth) is calculated as the absolute delta value, 
while the error of Idsat/W (dIdsat) is calculated as the relative percentage. 

Prepare Excel Table 

 

Figure 1. Excel table example 

As shown in Figure 1, the simulation values in the yellow cells are first set to zero by default. The 
equation to calculate the error of Idsat/W (dIdsat) is defined in the Excel table (surrounded by the red 
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rectangle box). 

The user can save this Excel file as “MyTable.xls” in an empty directory. It is recommended that the 
user also save a copy of this file as a backup since new results will be written into the Excel file 
directly. 

Create Perl File to Process Excel Table 

To create a PERL file, the user needs to create a new text file and save it as “MyTable_update.pl.” Then, 
insert the lines shown in Table 1 into the Perl file. 

Table 1. Content of Perl File to Update Excel Table 

Codes of Perl Comments 
use acc_excel; Import Agilent's scripts 

for Excel. 
do "function.pl"; Import functions to 

calculate Vth/Idsat. 
sacset("model","nch","-type","nmos","-file","Hb3v3.lib","-corner","SS"); 

sacset("model","nch","-type","nmos","-file","Hb3v3.lib","-corner","TT"); 

sacset("model","nch","-type","nmos","-file","Hb3v3.lib","-corner","FF"); 

Setup models that will 
be used in simulation. 

openExcel("MyTable.xls"); Open Excel file. 
$W = getcellvalue(4,1); 

$L = getcellvalue(4,2); 

Get W, L with given 
index of row, col. 

And, W, L can be given 
with constants directly. 

setcellvalue(4,4,CalcValue("Vthcon","W=($W)L=($L)","SS") ); 

setcellvalue(4,7,CalcValue("Vthcon","W=($W)L=($L)","TT") ); 

setcellvalue(4,10,CalcValue("Vthcon","W=($W)L=($L)","FF") );  

Call simulator and set 
value to cell with given 
row, col. 

closeExcel(); Save Excel file to disk. 
 

Run Perl File 

After saving the Excel file and coding in Perl scripts, the user can run Perl to update the Excel file with 
the results from SPICE: “Perl MyTable_update.pl.” 

The resulting Excel table is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Resulting Excel table 

The values in the yellow cells are updated by the simulation results from SPICE. At the same time, the 
errors are automatically re-calculated by Excel. 

Notes 

The example case presented in this document was tested under Windows ® XP with Perl 5.10. The user 
can follow the steps mentioned above to customize different Excel tables. For more information go 
to www.agilent.com/find/eesof or contact your local Agilent office. The complete list is available 
at: www.agilent.com/find/contactus. 

Windows and MS Windows are U.S. registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.  
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